
thursday Craft

Preschool craft instructions:

LOVE WEAVING 

SUPPLIES: 3 straws, taped on one side; 1 long, multi-colored piece of yarn; 
1 short, single-colored piece of yarn; scissors
STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Holding the straws in your non-dominant hand, allow the straws to separate,  

just a little.
2. Pick up the long strand of yarn in your dominant hand.
3. Leaving a long tail, insert the yarn between any two of the straws, on the taped end. 
4. Weave over and under the straws, wrapping the yarn around each straw, going back and forth across the straws. 

Repeat this motion as you weave your way up the straws. (Note: Don’t wrap too tightly.)
5. Every few times around, stop and slide the weaving towards the taped end so your stitches are snug. 
6. Continue weaving until you are near the end of the straws. 
7. When you get to the end of the straws, leave a tail and snip the end off. This is now the top.
8. Take your short string and fold it into 3 equal sections. Cut it into 3 equal strings so that each string is longer  

than the straws. 
9. Drop one piece of yarn through each straw.
10. At the top (un-taped) end of the straw, tie the piece that you finished weaving with to one of the new pieces of 

yarn, securing with a knot.  
(Note: While you tie, have a friend or grown-up hold the bottom ends of the strings, so they do not pull back through the straws!)

11. Knot the other two pieces of yarn together. Then knot all 4 tails together into one knot.
12. Gently push and slide your weaving off the straws. Lay your project flat and gently smooth it out as you go.
13. Much like you did with the top tails, knot the bottom tails together.
14. You can tie it around your wrist to wear or use it as a bookmark, to remind you of Jesus’ unfailing love!

Elementary Crafts instructions:

GUIDING LIGHT LANTERN

SUPPLIES: Guiding Light craft kit, glue stick, scissors
STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Review kit contents. Carefully remove center foam pieces from black handle  

and blue frame.
2. Use glue stick to cover one side of the clear plastic piece with glue.
3. Place yellow, orange, and red tissue squares on the glue to cover the plastic.  

Trim any excess paper hanging over the edges.
4. Lay the colorful plastic piece in the middle of the large blue lantern, tissue-side down.
5. Remove the paper backing from the small blue frame sticker. Place over the plastic, sandwiching the ‘light’ 

between the blue lantern and the small blue frame.
6. Lay the black handle at the top of the blue lantern frame.
7. Remove the paper backing from the dark blue printed lantern cap sticker. Place it on top of the black handle, 

sandwiching the handle between the blue lantern frame and the adhesive printed lantern cap.
8. Peel and stick the adhesive glitter foam cross to the center of the lantern and the printed base of the lantern to  

the bottom of the lantern.



thursday rec and Snack

HOT POTATO

OVERVIEW: 
This game can be played indoor using a ball or any round object, or outdoor using a water balloon, sponge, 
wash cloth, etc. 

Players arrange themselves in a circle and toss a small, round object (a tennis ball, an orange, or even a real 
potato will suffice) to each other while music plays or a timer is set for 30 seconds. The player who is holding the 
“hot potato” when the music stops is out. The game continues until one player is left. That player is the winner!

1. Find a round object and decide if the game will be played inside or outside
2. Have one person control the music or set a timer for 30 seconds
3. Start the timer or music and start passing the round object until the music stops or timer beeps
4. The person to be holding the object when the music stops or the timer beeps has to go sit down
5. Continue this until one person is left standing 

Rec fun games:

snack ideas:
Graham Cracker Crosses
 •  Graham crackers
 •  Frosting
 •  Sprinkles

1. Divide the graham crackers along the perforated lines and lay them out in the shape of a cross.
2. Spread frosting across the top of all crackers.
3. Add sprinkles onto the frosted crackers.


